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A PSYCHOGRAM OF BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA 

THE LAUGHING, MANIC NARCISSUS 

   

INTRODUCTION 

  

In order to understand what a psychogram is, you do not have to be a psychiatrist; you do 

not have to be a psychologist.  All you have to do to make a viable, written psychological 

representation – a psychogram, if you will – of Barack Hussein Obama, is to be an 

attentive observer, read between the lines of what he says and how he behaves, make a 

logical interpretation thereof, and use the knowledge thus gained.  The available 

information is explosive! 

 

A psychogram[1] can be understood as a psychological road map of a person's character.  

Such a psychological representation contains the person's personality trait(s) that are 

based upon a psychological view of the person in question.  This kind of profile attempts 

to define the complete personality of the person because it identifies a variety of various 

factors that when placed together, allow the reader to comprehend the person in question. 

 

The singular conclusion of this psychogram is that Barack Hussein Obama is a narcissist.  

Such a personality closely coincides with the personality traits of a psychopath.  

Narcissists can be spontaneous, yet, more than not, they will wait for the right moment.  

A narcissist is ego-centric and has a cold, emotional world.  A narcissist's ego replaces 

any spiritual development.  A narcissist knows how to attain his goals without always 

showing his narcissism.  A narcissist is a social climber.  He brags excessively of his self-

image.  He becomes powerful via social, political, and criminal achievements. 

 

THE SITUATION 

  

On 25 October 2010, NewsFlavor posted an article the contents of which were an 

interview with an unnamed White House insider.[2]  The insider source reported the 

following about Barack Hussein Obama: 

  

"Not long ago, the President took a meeting.  He’s late, which apparently is becoming 

more and more common with him.  The meeting was almost cancelled.  In strolls the 

President, joking with an aide.  He plops down on a sofa, leans over and claps another 

guy on the back asking how he’s been.  Apologizes for being late, says he was “held up”.  

He laughs some more.  The meeting begins.  After just ten minutes, during which time the 

President appears to almost totally withdraw into himself, an aide walks in and whispers 

something to the President, who then nods and quickly stands up, shakes a few hands and 

tells another aide to update him later on the rest of the meeting.  As the President is 

walking out he is laughing at something yet again.  He asked no questions of those at the 



meeting – not one.  He left after just ten minutes, coming in laughing and leaving 

laughing.  His behavior during that brief time he was there was described as 'borderline 

manic' ". 

  

We all have nothing against humor.  However, when the humorous person – in more 

ways than one – is the putative President of the United States of America[3] and the 

occasion, as NewsFlavor indicates, is at a high-level meeting of policy makers, advisors, 

and military officers who have a vested interest in the lives of male and female soldiers in 

combat areas, there is no excuse for such behavior, unless, as the final statement says, the 

putative President is not "borderline manic" but realistically manic.  In this case, Barack 

Hussein Obama does not have a variety of various personality factors that allow a 

comprehensive picture of his character.  He has at the most one or two composite in one 

description:  a mania of the ego. 

  

  

BACKGROUND 

  

In order to understand the ramifications of the mania-ego character that is Barack 

Hussein Obama, it is necessary to present the etymology of the relative, important terms. 

  

MANIA 

 

The Indo-European word root for mania is men-
1
, from the zero-grade form *mn- the 

original meaning of which is a state of mind and thought.  The word mania comes from 

Latin (mania, meaning insanity) via the Greek µανία, meaning frenzy madness, and thus 

from the verb µαίνοµαι (mainomai), meaning to be furious, to be mad, to rage.
 
  In 

modern English it has come to mean to be in a craze about something or someone, even 

one's self.[4] 

 

The term mania first appeared in the English language in Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury 

Tales where it meant mental derangement.  Manic means having a mania, a certain 

psychiatric distress that is a condition of being abnormal.  This shows up in the person 

showing moody behavior, being irritable, aroused, and showing off unusual levels of 

body and emotional energy.  The person' s character behavior is that of a junkie who is 

highly intoxicated because he needs the trip to counter the possibility of becoming 

depressive.[5] 

 

Mania is the opposite of depression and is often associated with bipolar disorder.  This is 

the existence of abnormal energy levels in Barack Hussein Obama that may cause him to 

be spaced-away from the actuality of the moment.  In fact, Barack Hussein Obama may 

not even (want to) realize that he is manic because this would indicate that he should be 

committed to, or commit himself to psychiatric treatment. 

 



Barack Hussein Obama is possessed with delusions of grandeur to the degree that he is so 

self-absorbed that the responsibilities of being the President of the United States of 

America take a back seat to his own being.  To be out of touch with reality and obsessed 

with the self is to say that a person, in this instance Barack Hussein Obama, is a mega-

egomaniac.  Indeed, Barack Hussein Obama may be many things, but above all, he is a 

manic narcissist. 

  

NARCISSISM 

 

The term narcissism has its origins in Greek Mythology.  We can summarize the 

mythology as follows:  Hera, the goddess of love and marriage, punished the nymph 

Echo, the goddess of distraction, non-stop jabbering, and misdirection, with the curse that 

Echo could not start a conversation and would always be the last to speak in a 

conversation.  One day Echo saw a handsome Greek boy walking through the forest.  

Echo wanted to talk to him.  However, because of the curse, Echo was not able to speak 

first.  The young Greek was thirsty and stopped at a pool of water to refresh himself.  As 

he bowed down to the water to take a drink the boy saw his reflection for the first time in 

his life.  He did not know and understand what he was seeing and was overpowered with 

the beauty and perfection of the (his own) visage.  He fell in love and started talking to 

the reflection.  Echo, who had been following him began to repeat the last words that the 

boy spoke.  Because he did not understand reflections, the handsome Greek boy thought 

that his reflection was talking to him.  He became more enamored with what he was 

looking at (himself) and desired to consummate his love.  Of course, he was unable to 

fulfill his desire and he languished at the pool and eventually transformed into the flower 

that bears his name:  Narcissus.[6] 

 

The word narcissus has an etymology that originates with the Greek word nárkē (νάρκη), 

meaning spasm, paralyzation, stiffness, and numbness because the flower narcissus 

(nárkissos, Νάρκισσος ) spreads a beguiling fragrance and can have the effect that a 

person falls into a sleepy condition.  Narcissism can be defined as a personality trait that 

shows conceitedness, vainness, egoism, and selfishness that is so great that there is a 

show of indifference to the plight of others.  Generally speaking, it is not readily 

recognized by the public. 

 

HISTORY 

 

A singular, isolated use of the term narcissism is found in a letter written by the English 

poet and literary critic Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), and dated January 15, 

1822.  We can trace the appearance of the term narcissism in scientific publications.  In 

1898, the English sexologist Havelock Ellis (1859-1939) used the term narcissus-like to 

refer to people who become their own sex object in the process of masturbation.  In 1899, 

the Russian-born Paul Näcke (1851-11913) used the term narcissism in his study of 

sexual perversions.  In 1911 narcissism was linked to self-admiration and vanity in a 

paper on psychoanalysis by the Austrian psychoanalyst Otto Rank (1884-1939).  Another 

Austrian, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), the founder of psychoanalysis, published his On 



Narcissism, An Introduction.  The Austrian-Jewish religious philosopher Martin Buber 

(1878-1965), in 1923, wrote an essay Ich und Du, wherein Buber points out that the 

narcissist relates to other people not as equals, but as objects.[7]  

  

PRESENT APPLICATION 

 

In modern times the psychological deficiency generally known as narcissism is referred 

to with the clinical terminology Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD). The NPD 

disorder identifies itself basically in a dialectical presentation as a desire for grandiosity 

and extreme admiration on the one hand, and a lack of empathy, and possibly love for 

others on the other hand.  According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders, which is the diagnostic classification system used in the United States of 

America, to be diagnosed as an NPD, the person must exhibit at least five of the 

following characteristics:[8] 

 

1. has a grandiose sense of self-importance 

2. is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal 

love 

3. believes that he or she is special and unique 

4. requires excessive admiration 

5. has a sense of entitlement 

6. is interpersonally exploitative 

7. lacks empathy  

8. is often envious of others or believes others are envious of him 

9. shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes 

10. tends to have a schizoid personality disorder 

 

The activation of the above will always affect personal relationships in a negative 

manner.  When the person is the President of the United States of America, these actions 

will have horrendous short-term and long-term results for the domestic and international 

status of the United States of America. 

 

Having followed the rise of Barack Hussein Obama since 2004, I unequivocally claim 

that Barack Hussein Obama does not have just five of the above characteristics to qualify 

as having NPD, nay, Barack Hussein Obama exhibits all of them.  The American public 

saw that in his presidential election campaign that he presented himself as the saving 

messiah to the American electorate on a small scale and to the world on a large scale.  

That was the aim of the Hope and Change con-promotion.  In reading reports about his 

past successes[9], which were often the successes of others, one will find that Barack 

Hussein Obama thinks that he has proven that he has power, is a brilliant orator[10], a 

charismatic person in the vein of John F. Kennedy[11], and the ideal person with whom 

one could fall in love, as the escapade with a one-time lover Vera Baker proves.[12] 

 



Barack Hussein Obama thrives on admiration, mainly from his followers, known as 

Obots and the mainstream media.  This proves to him that he is special, unique, and is 

entitled to be the President.  Considering the number of people that Barack Hussein 

Obama has exploited in his career and his stance on abortion[13], we can deduce that 

Barack Hussein Obama lacks any human empathy, particularly when he receives setbacks 

from persons who do not agree with him.[14]  In his planning, Barack Hussein Obama 

organizes as the calculator of events, but at the same time has the coldness of a heartless 

person.  He envies others and insults them, particularly other world leaders like the 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel[15] and the French President Nicholas Zarkocy[16], 

as well as the new British Prime Minister David Cameron[17].  In practically every 

public appearance, whether making a speech, being on a television interview or a radio 

show, Barack Hussein Obama is almost always arrogant and haughty.  His speeches are 

full of a first-person singular-to-sentence ratio of over 50 percent.  The schizoid aspect, 

which is paralleled by Barack Hussein Obama's Marxist-dialectic socialism/communism 

theories, occurs in his being exceedingly grandiose and arrogant with the antithesis of 

being thin-skinned and easily oversensitive, the synthesis of which evolves in Barack 

Hussein Obama's overcompensation:  behaving in a superior way over others by 

criticizing them and coming across as being perfect.  One only has to recall his tirades at 

the independent-conservative Tea Party Movement, radio-talk-show host Rush 

Limbaugh, and the radio and Fox News reporter talk-show-host Glen Beck, labeling them 

as racists and anti-democratic, anti-liberal.  This organization and these personalities are 

anti the liberalism of Barack Hussein Obama.  Yet, if we examine his own liberalism, we 

will find that any vestige of liberalism exists in Barack Hussein Obama only to the extent 

that liberals consider themselves better than the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution 

for the United States of America and the United States form of government:  

constitutional republicanism. 

  

SUBSTANTIATION 

 

The narcissist Barack Hussein Obama is at one-and-the-same time intrusive and 

neglective, as the behavior related at the beginning of this essay shows.  Narcissist 

Barack Hussein Obama blames others for his own shortcomings, instills guilt in them, 

and criticizes them while he emotionally withdraws from the situation.  The result is that 

narcissist Barack Hussein Obama will force compliance with his needs and goals, as he 

did in pressuring Congress to pass ObamaCare without the senators and representatives 

reading the legislative bill. 

 

Narcissistic Barack Hussein Obama cannot accept being rejected.  He is convinced of his 

greatness and executes behavior that results in his having to be successful at all costs.  If 

a policy or political program fails, Barack Hussein Obama will always blame the 

situation on others, but never on himself.  Criticism is threatening to him.  His methods of 

protection can occur in rage against his advisors, and disdain for critics of his policies.  

This is often accompanied by a withdrawal from reality and a show of false humility or 

an attempt at trying to be modest which at the same time disguises the real goal of 

wishing to be feared because he is such an mega-personality.  The result is megalomania. 



Though individuals with NPD are often ambitious and capable, they have an inability to 

tolerate setbacks, disagreements, or criticism.  They lack empathy.  NPD makes it 

difficult for such individuals to work cooperatively with others.  They cannot maintain 

long-term professional achievements on their own.  With NPD disorder, the person's 

perceived fantastic grandiosity, often coupled with a hypo-manic behavior, is typically 

not commensurate with his real accomplishments, which are negligible. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama's dependence on exploitation, his sense of entitlement, his lack of 

empathy, his disregard for others, and his constant need for attention, all inherent in NPD, 

adversely affect interpersonal relationships. 

 

Writing in 2003, Sandy Hotchkiss and James F. Masterson[18] identified what they call 

the seven deadly sins of narcissism:  

 

Shamelessness – This is the feeling that lies in wait beneath narcissism.  Barack Hussein 

Obama has an inability to process shame positively.  Barack Hussein Obama always 

covers his shame with a variety of disguises.  Some of them are:  "I didn't know that."  "I 

wasn't present."  "I didn't hear that."  "To answer your question is below my income 

level."  "Let me be clear." 

 

Magical thinking – Barack Hussein Obama sees himself as a perfectionist in using 

distortion and illusion  (Yes, We Can).  In clinical psychology this is called magical 

thinking.  Barack Hussein Obama also uses this projection to place shame on others.  ("I 

can, but you can't"). 

 

Arrogance – When Barack Hussein Obama feels down and dejected, he will get rid of 

this feeling by degrading or debasing someone else, regardless of who the person is.  

(Showing the stinky finger.) 

 

Envy – Barack Hussein Obama secures a feeling of superiority vis-à-vis another person's 

ability by minimizing the other person's importance with contempt, either personally or 

by using other people to speak the words of contempt which will minimize the other 

person.  ("You are racist."  "You are anti-democratic."  "I love this country, but you 

don't.") 

 

Entitlement – Barack Hussein Obama has very unreasonable expectations to be treated 

favorably and that people should automatically comply with his positions because Barack 

Hussein Obama considers himself special.  ("I am the President elect."  "I won.")  Those 

who fail to comply with his wishes, indeed, his judgment, will be considered as an enemy 

force attacking his superiority.  Such opponents will be seen as defying his narcissistic 

disposition and this will cause Barack Hussein Obama to show rage.[19] 

 

Exploitation – Barack Hussein Obama exercises authority via total control. He depicts 

himself as being knowledgeable, without knowing simple facts.  He constantly expounds 



on his competence, which has always relied on the competence of others more intelligent 

than he.  He demands respect from them because he fears to appear stupid and 

incompetent. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama exploits others without regard for their feelings or interests.  He 

knows exactly how he is viewed or admired and he uses this knowledge in manipulating 

those people surrounding him.  Resistance or opposition to his exploitation is practically 

impossible because the person Barack Hussein Obama exploits is in a subservient 

position.  Whether or not the subservient position is real or assumed is not important.  

("Never let a crisis go to waste.")[20] 

 

Barack Hussein Obama has to compete with the political opposition, some of them being 

members of the Democratic Party and all of the members of the Republican Party who 

are not republican in name only.  In this competition with other politicians there can be 

no allies from the opposing political parties, even though Barack Hussein Obama 

portrays a wish for bipartisanship.  The final result if there is a negative outcome is that 

the opposition is wrong, and if something positive results, Barack Hussein Obama will 

take the full credit, even if it was the opposition that caused the positive outcome to 

happen.  Barack Hussein Obama and his followers will show little or no transparency.  

There is no real sense of political community because Barack Hussein Obama allows no 

leeway for varying political views and political opinions.  ("We had to pass the bill 

(ObamaCare) so that we could read what's in it." – Nancy Pelosi, Obama's Speaker of the 

House of Representatives.)  The community, in this case the American society that is 

based on the fundamentals of the Founding Fathers, will be destroyed and become 

replaced by a virtual community that only at best synthesizes a sensation of community.  

(Organizing for America). 

 

Bad Boundaries – Barack Hussein Obama does not realize that he has boundaries.  

Narcissist Barack Hussein Obama does not realize that there are boundaries between him 

and others.  He does not comprehend that other people are not extensions of his being.  

He does not comprehend that they are separate from him. Other people exist to meet 

Barack Hussein Obama's needs only.  If they do not meet his needs, they may as well not 

exist at all.  Those who meet his needs will be handled as if they are a real part of his 

movement.  Barack Hussein Obama will expect them to live up to his expectations, not 

the expectations of the laws of the land.[21] 

 

These deadly sins, particularly deadly for those who are subservient to the narcissist, 

collectively result in a cult of the narcissist's personality that has no substantial 

foundation.  In short that person is a charlatan.  Charlatan leaders are always narcissists.  

That is exactly what Barack Hussein Obama is.  His charlatanry is characterized by:  a 

mega sense of self-worth, failure to accept personal responsibility, lack of empathy, lack 

of remorse, manipulation of others, superficial charm, and pathological lying.  With 

respect to the latter it should be noted that as of this writing Barack Hussein Obama has 

lied to the American public, broken promises, done flip-flops, and caused scandals 1,731 

times in hardly two years of his regime.[22] 



  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

If Barack Hussein Obama were to go shopping in a grocery store, which he would not do 

because he believes it to be beneath his dignity, he would probably purchase some Kool-

Aid, some sesame buns, potato-chips, coleslaw, a pint of ice-cream, and chicken breasts, 

possible ready-to-eat chicken breasts that would have to be warmed up in a microwave 

oven.  In addition, he would also put the following into his shopping basket:  fresh 

shrimps, lobster, caviar, a baguette, and a bottle of expensive French white wine or 

champagne (or both), and freshly imported fruits that a normal person cannot afford to 

purchase.  The contents of Barack Hussein Obama's shopping basket reflect his 

personality and psychology.  They show what Barack Hussein Obama is and what Barack 

Hussein Obama desires to be. 

 

The more Americans are confronted with Barack Hussein Obama's political policies and 

beliefs, the more they should be convinced that Barack Hussein Obama is really 

unsuccessful at everything he undertakes.  This was always the case.  His partying in 

Chicago and the desire to continue to do such partying at the taxpayers' expense while in 

the White House is indicative that he preaches water and drinks wine.  He refuses to 

comprehend the reality of the common American and instead wraps himself up in the 

everyday limelight, playing host at weekly parties, and with Air Force One, enjoying 

weekends at expensive, fancy restaurants in Chicago.  Indeed, with such behavior Barack 

Hussein Obama is showing his person as he desires to be:  the type who lives fantasies as 

a successful politician; powerful and clean.  Everyone else in [Chicago and Illinois] 

politics is immoral, corrupt, and a liar, but not Barack Hussein Obama!  His pseudo-

stature and so-called influence and rhetorical greatness is that of a false personality.  He 

impresses with qualities that he does not possess.  He appears to possess a morality, but 

he has no moral core.  He displays himself as being integer, yet in reality he does not 

know what integrity means.  He professes to love humankind, and at the same time takes 

a stance on abortion that is totally evil.  He double speaks by calling truths untruths 

without knowing what a truth is.  In short, Barack Hussein Obama has a narcissistic 

personality disorder, sometimes referred to as a narcissistic personality syndrome. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama's personality, if one can call it that, is possessed by a controlled, 

evil pattern of grandiosity, fantasy of power, success, always being right, and always 

having the answers.  The man does not only need to be admired, he greeds after it in an 

insatiable manner.  Barack Hussein Obama holds himself to be somebody that he really is 

not.  He wants the whole world to recognize him as being entirely and extremely 

important, all the while his real, dark personality showing that it has no core value.  

Barack Hussein Obama's aura is success at all cost.  Barack Hussein Obama's implosion 

is success at the cost of everyone else.  That is the reason he is unable to choose people 

who are themselves capable of showing morality.  With negative characters as advisors 

he considers himself to be psychotically successful.  The world owes him something. 

 



Barack Hussein Obama gives other people (like John McCain, Sarah Palin, and Hillary 

Clinton, or anyone who contradicts his policies) the stinky finger, because he himself is 

not as successful as they are.  In bowing to foreign heads of state Barack Hussein Obama 

shows his backside to the American public.  The American public, if they have 

employment, work for a living.  Barack Hussein Obama has never experienced real work 

in his whole life.  For the most part the success of Hillary Clinton, John McCain, Sarah 

Palin, and the American worker is of their own creation.  Barack Hussein Obama's so-

called success it that of others who instituted legislation, who served on government 

committees, and who worked honestly in their lives.  His upward move has always been 

accompanied by people that he threw under the bus.[23]  Only his self-manufactured 

narcissistic bubble maintains the apparition. 

 

I-did-not-see-it-I-did-not-hear-it-I-did-not-attend-that-Sunday Barack Hussein Obama has 

no spiritual development.  Barack Hussein Obama's being a member of anti-America-

God-damn-America-the-chicken-have-come-home-to-roost-America Jeremiah Wright's 

Trinity Church of Christ on the South Side of Chicago was not because Barack Hussein 

Obama wanted to develop spiritually, if that is at all possible in this church, but because 

the church served as a means to an end:  the wish to be elected to political office from the 

South End of Chicago.[24] 

 

Barack Hussein Obama insults the United States of America by bowing to heads of state 

like:  the Saudi-Arabian King Abdullah Ibn Abdul Aziz Al Saud, who is the leader of 

Muslims world-wide; the President of the People's Republic of China, Hu Jintao; and 

Emperor Akihito of Japan.  By doing so Barack Hussein Obama intentionally places 

himself in the limelight and shows his anterior to the American public.  This is a personal 

insult to the people Barack Hussein Obama represents in the very basest manner.  The 

President of the United States of America, except for this narcissist, never bows to 

foreign heads of state. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama envies and begrudges successful people and the roots of this 

behavior lie deep in his childhood experiences.  Neither his Kenyan father, an instable 

alcoholic and drug addict, nor his mother, an atheistic, communistic, anti-American, 

sexually insatiable hussy, paid recognition to Barack Hussein Obama's child personality, 

probably because his personality was an extension of her own inadequacies.  As a child 

he neither received nor experienced a feeling of self-value.  The formation of his child 

life and the development of his character never experienced what psychoanalysts know as 

self esteem.  Barack Hussein Obama had a false self in a child psyche that should have 

been formed by a value of the self.  Thus Barack Hussein Obama is a kind of human 

cuckoo, made by his mother, not by his father, nor his step-father.  Barack Hussein 

Obama's mother never really came to accept him, transferring him from the Kenyan nest 

to the Hawaiian nest to the Indonesian nest and back to the nest in Hawaii.  That is why 

when he was old enough, his mother, Stanley Ann (Anna) Dunham, sent him from 

Indonesia back to his maternal grandmother's nest in Hawaii.  The result was a parental 

relationship coming out of a social sphere personified by his mother.  This developed in a 

living hatred for everything that is America, hatred of values and hatred of others who 



were successful.  Eventually these became goals themselves, but they were not to be 

achieved by hard work based upon positive character.  Barack Hussein Obama sought 

these goals knowing Gustave LeBon's theory of hypnotism of the masses, the evil anti-

human writings of Saul Alinsky, the weird world communist views of his so-called 

mentor Frank Marshall Davis, and his associations with the terrorist-activists William 

Ayers and Bernadine Dohrn.[25] Only in this evil manner could he become so-called 

successful in corrupt Chicago and Illinois politics.  Only with this immoral evil behind 

him could he feel as powerful as he would like to be and thus present himself as someone 

he is not. 

 

It would have been more emphatic to spell the term that describes Barack Hussein Obama 

with the inclusion of the German word for fool:  Narr.  Thus we would have Narrcissist, 

which is what Barack Hussein Obama is:  a fool in love with himself. 

 

Including colloquialisms and slang, there are at least ninety-six English synonyms for 

fool.  They are in alphabetical order:  addle-brain, addle-head, addle-pate, antic, ass, 

beetlehead, birdbrain, blockhead, bonehead, booby, buffoon, butt, cat's paw, 

chucklehead, chump, clod, clown, coot, cuckoo, cull, dimwit, ding-a-ling, dingbat, dolt, 

donkey, dope, droll, dullard, dumbbell, dumbhead, dummy, dunce, dunderhead, 

dunderpate, dupe, featherbrain, flake, goat, goop, goose, greenhorn, gudgeon, gull, half-

wit, harebrain, harlequin, idiot, ignoramus, imbecile, jay, jerk, jester, jokester, know-

nothing, knucklehead, low-brow, lubber, lout, lunkhead, meatball, meathead, blockhead, 

merry-andrew, mooncalf, moron, muggings, nincompoop, ninny, nitwit, noodle, 

numskull, oaf, pierrot, pigeon, pinhead, puchinello, punch, rattlebrain, rattlehead, 

rattlepate, sap, saphead, scarmouche, scatterbrain, silly billy (with respect to Barack 

Hussein Obama:  silly Barry) silly, Simple Simon, simpleton, stooge, stupidhead, 

tomfool, tool, wiseacre, yo-yo, zany, zombie. 

 

All of the synonyms apply in one way or another to Barack Hussein Obama.  If the reader 

does not agree, then you are reminded of the related situation at the beginning of this 

essay.  Normalcy is not  mania.  Normalcy is not Barack Hussein Obama laughing and 

joking upon arrival at a meeting of important White House advisors, not paying attention 

to their remarks and opinions, and then ten minutes later leaving them alone after he did 

not take part.  Barack Hussein Obama conducted himself as if he were on a drug trip.  

This is not the way a world leader behaves and leads a world power, or the way any 

leader of a country acts, unless they are megalomaniac like Adolf Hitler (1889-1945), 

Benito Mussolini (1883-1945), Josef Stalin (1879-1953), or Mao Zedong (1893-1976).  

In conducting his behavior in this manner Barack Hussein Obama is laughing at the 

United States of America, its republican institutions, and the Constitution for the United 

States of America.   

 

Successful criminals, indeed political criminals who are not caught and brought to justice 

are narcissists.  Let's catch this one before it is too late for the United States of America.  

Bring Barack Hussein Obama to trial for high treason against the United States of 



America, high treason against the Constitution for the United States of America, and 

above all, high treason against WE THE PEOPLE. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama!  You can laugh all you want!  History will ultimately laugh at 

you and those who got you elected.  Yet, the last laugh at you will be from WE THE 

PEOPLE. 

  

Frederick William Dame 

 

Patriotic, Steadfast and True 

 

30 October 2010 

  

  

 

 

 
 

1.     The term psychogram was coined by Leta Stetter Hollingworth in 1922 and her 

investigations were published in Special Talents and Defects; Their Significance for 

Education, New York, The Macmillan Company, 1923. 

  

2.     Authored by Ulsterman in World Politics at  http://newsflavor.com/politics/world-

politics/white-house-insider-they-were-in-shock-at-the-presidents-

behavior/#ixzz13dstuvtl. 

  

3.     The word putative indicates that Barack Hussein Obama is the regarded, or supposed 

President of the United States of America because there is the exceedingly important fact 

that Barack Hussein Obama has not proven that he meets the constitutional qualifications 

to be the President.  He does not meet the qualification of being natural born citizen, born 

to parents both of whom are citizens of the United States of America, under Article II, 

Section 1, Clause 5.  For a plethora of information concerning matter, the reader is 

directed to the essays at Colony14.net, The Obama Timeline and the articles pervasive 

throughout the internet.  Personally, I do not prefer to refer to Barack Hussein Obama as 

President, because he is occupying the office illegally.  I have made an exception to this 

personal rule in this essay. 
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